
 

 

In 1853 Australia, against a backdrop of global uncertainty Thomas Hardy set out 

to make wines ‘revered around the world’. In today’s uncertain world Hardys continues 

to provide consumers certainty in their wine choice each and every time. 

With over 9,000 global awards, a band of ambassadors around the globe, every bottle 

is a mark of...Certainty in an Uncertain World 

 

 

Hardys Heritage Reserve Bin Pinot Noir 2021 
 

 
HRB 

History shows that Thomas Hardy first 

blended grapes from multiple regions in 

1865. Hardy believed that blending grapes 

with different characteristics would 

complement and enhance the qualities of 

each region, so began Hardy’s rich 

blending heritage. 

GRAPE VARIETY 

Pinot Noir 

COLOUR 

Bright Crimson Red 

NOSE 

Lifted and perfumed with sweet ripe 

strawberry, red cherry and forest 

floor notes.  

 PALATE 

Poach Strawberries, mulberries and black 

cherry flavours complimented by violets, 

sage and notes fo fresh tilled earth. The 

wine has a silky richness, impressive 

complexity, precise balance and finishes 

with a plethora of fine velvety tannins. 

VINEYARD REGION 

Tasmania 70%, Yarra Valley 30%  

 
VINTAGE CONDITIONS 

2021 was a cool year with good winter rainfall 

setting the vines up well for steady Spring 

growth and aided by a very dry November. 

Happily, neither frost nor wind were an issue 

this season, and the vines ticked slowly along 

through the cool season, enjoying regular 

rainfall. The big rain event at the end of 

March did less damage than we feared in 

those regions hit hardest, although flavour 

ripeness was delayed. As a result, fruit was 

picked clean later in the season with higher 

than average Baumes, resulting in wines with 

complex flavour, ripe structure and lovely mid 

palate weight. The 2021 Pinot Noir is ripe 

and fully flavoured with great length and 

mouthfeel. A very promising year indeed  

WINE ANALYSIS 

Alc/Vol: 13.46% 

Acidity (TA): 5.71   

pH: 3.55g/L 

Residual Sugar: 0.36g/L 

PEAK DRINKING 

3-10 years. 

FOOD MATCH 

Roast Chicken and grilled peach salad 

WINEMAKER 

Matt Caldersmith 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enjoy Hardys Responsibly hardyswines.com  facebook.com/HardyWines instagram/ hardyswines 


